**COMBI**

**Assembling Machine for syringes with Safety Devices.**

**Technical data**

- **Installed power (kW)**: 10 6 4
- **Basic Machine Weight (kg)**: 2300 1000 450

**General Features:**
- Ability to work with any type of Safety Device
- Minimum space required for installation
- Flexible interfacing with downstream and upstream machines
- Brushless motorizations designed for the various functions of the machine allowing the widest operative management.
- Operator interface equipped with Touch-Screen colour PC

**Building principles, used materials together with our technological innovations guarantee high quality, simplicity of use and make the COMBI machine a perfect solution for the pharmaceutical field requirements.**

**External Features:**
- Machine with SUA 80 or 100 for Safety Devices
- Flexible working with downstream and upstream machines
- Stainless steel units and machine body
- Operator interface equipped with Touch-Screen colour PC
COMBI
Machine for plunging, labelling and assembling of syringes with Safety Devices.

Building principles, used materials together with our technological innovations guarantee high quality, simplicity of use and make the COMBI machine a perfect solution for the pharmaceutical requirements.

General Features:
- Ability to work with any type of Safety Device
- Minimum space required for installation
- Flexible interfacing with downstream and upstream machines
- Motorizations Brushless designed for the various functions of the machine allowing the widest operative management
- Operator interface equipped with Touch Screen color PC

Manufactured by CORIMA
Inline configuration with in-tray Safety Device feeder (Mod. MPT 100)

Macchina dedicata all’assemblaggio di Safety Device con siringhe, equipaggiata con controllo mediante sistema di visione

- Product unloading on guide or shuttle tray
- Control of syringes correct assemblage into Safety Device
- Control and counting of the unloading of products in conformity or not in conformity

- Safety Device loading with roller gate
- Safety Device activation control
- Missing syringe no Safety Device loading

High flexibility and ability to work with any type of back-stop

- Syringes automatic loading by a roller gate
- Plungers automatic loading by an elevator and a roller gate
- Screwing group completely parameterisable
- System for labels feeding and application

- External labelling group completed with unwinding group, print housing and label support winder
- Label reel control and management

Double back-stop assembling allowed

Machine for the assemblage of back-stops with syringes
- Back-stop automatic loading
- Assembled syringe unloading on guide
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